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when a droplet impacts on a superhydrophobic structured surface below a certain impact velocity, the
droplet can bounce off completely from the surface. However, above such velocity a fraction of the dro-
plet will pin on the surface. Surfaces capable of repelling water droplets are ubiquitous in nature or have
been artificially fabricated. However, as the surface tension of the liquid is reduced, the capability of the
surface to remain non-wetting gets hindered. Despite progress in previous research, the understanding
and development of superamphiphobic surface to impacting low surface tension droplets remains elu-
sive. It is proposed that multi-layer re-entrant like roughness can further enhance the anti-wetting prop-
erties also for low surface tension fluids.
In this work, we produce patterned conical micro-structures with lateral nano-sized roughness.

Furthermore, the droplet impact experiments are conducted on various surfaces with variable surface
tensions (27 mN/m - 72 mN/m) by using droplets with different Weber numbers (2–170).
We show that conical microstructures with lateral roughness mimicking tree-branches provides a sur-

face topology capable of absorbing the force exerted by the droplet during the impact which prevents the
droplet from pinning on the surface at higher impact velocity even for low surface tension droplets. Our
study has significance for understanding the liquid interaction mechanism with the surface during the
impact process and for the associated surface design considerations.
� 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under theCCBY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

A superhydrophobic surface shows super-repellent properties
presenting an apparent water contact angle above 150� and con-
tact angle hysteresis below 10�. Thus, at low inclination angles
millimeter-size droplets gently deposited roll off easily. In the case
of structured surfaces, this low surface adhesion property is attrib-
uted to the air trapped below the droplet, allowing it to reach a
Cassie-Baxter superhydrophobic state. Such super-repellent prop-
erty also allows a droplet impacting on the surface bellow a certain
impact velocity to bounce off completely from the surface. This
property is essential for allowing the surface to remain clean with-
out accumulation of droplet residue on the surface. Above a critical
impacting velocity a fraction of the droplet will pin on the surface
and the surface will favour the accumulation of liquid. Surfaces
showing super-repelling properties to various fluids are crucial
for multiple industrial and research fields such as microfluidics
[1], drag reduction [2–6], self-cleaning surfaces [7–11], chemical
shielding [12–14], antifouling [15–17], membrane processes[18–
20], anti-fogging [21–24], anti-icing surfaces [25,26] and dropwise
condensation [27–29]. Surfaces capable of repelling water droplets
are ubiquitous in nature and have been artificially fabricated for
multiple applications [30]. For example, a multi-fluorination sur-
face design can show impalement resistance for water jet up to
We number of 43000 [31]. Surfaces repelling low surface tension
fluids (referred to as superamphiphobic) are also needed.

The most frequently used structure to keep a low surface ten-
sion droplet in superamphiphobicity state is re-entrant like struc-
tures [32–34,14]. This type of structure has a special top to pin the
liquid, hence avoiding liquid penetration. Due to the complex fab-
rication process of re-entrant structures, modified re-entrant sur-
faces with easier production methods have been produced
[35,36,12,37–40]. In addition, other types of nano structures or
combination of micro/nano structures have also been reported to
display superhydrophobic state for lower surface tension liquids
[41–45].

However, it remains a challenge to produce a rigid surface cap-
able of repelling low surface tension liquids impacting at high
velocity. When a droplet impacts on a solid surface, there are dif-
ferent impact outcomes depending on the impacting velocity

which is expressed in terms of Weber number (We ¼ qRV2

c ;q is liq-

uid density, V is impact velocity, R is drop radius, c is liquid surface
tension.) At low Weber number, the droplet experiences either
deposition or complete rebound. As the We number is increased,
the droplet displays a partial rebound, receding break-up, prompt
splash or corona splash [46]. Since a clean rebound is one of the
expected properties for a super-repellent surface, the critical
Weber number (when partial rebound starts to appear) should
be considered together with the apparent contact angle, contact
angle hysteresis and roll-off angle.

Nano-structures have been used in the literature to achieve bet-
ter repelling capabilities of a surface by further enhancing the
resistance to liquid impalement. In [41], the nano-scale fractal-
like silica network surface shows a critical Weber number (com-
plete rebound to partial rebound transition) around 4 to 40 for
ethanol/water mixture droplets with 26–72 mN/m surface tension.
Though nano-scale structures are able to increase the anti-wetting
pressure here, the critical Weber number is not high. The authors
suggest that there is deeper impalement of liquid inside the
nano-network, resulting in partial rebound due to pinning of the
impaled liquid at higherWeber numbers. In addition to nano struc-
tures, several works subsequently adopted micro-nano hierarchi-
cal structures to achieve clean rebound, as it is suggested that
the micro/nano scale structures further reduce the solid–liquid
contact area density but still have a high anti-wetting pressure.
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Dong et al. [42] report a critical Weber number in the range of
81–114 for surface tension of 24–28 mN/m, using a coating with
hierarchical micro/nano scale roughness. Nevertheless, the surface
used in their work has a tilting angle as high as 45� with respect to
the horizontal surface. Note that the critical Weber number in [42]
is defined as the maximum height condition at which the surface
exhibits no permanent penetration, whereas the critical We num-
ber when partial rebound appears is not presented. Baek et al.
[44] perform experiments of drop impact with liquid surface ten-
sion from 48–62 mN/m, reporting a critical Weber number ranging
from 1 to 100 on their ZnO nanowires and ZnO/Si hierarchical
structure surfaces. Ellinas et al. [43] achieve high critical impact
velocity of 32-86 m/s, which leads to Wenzel state with the droplet
facing downward. They use hierarchical micro-nano structured
surfaces with defect-free hydrophobic coating for droplets with
66–36 mN/m surface tension. However, they do not report the crit-
ical We number for showing partial rebound. Different from the
structure optimization method, Wong [47] uses surface chemistry
enhancement to reach liquid super-repellency. Wong’s work
shows clean impact without liquid residue at We = 26 for droplets
with surface tension of 27 mN/m. The proposed mechanism is the
enhancement of the anti-wetting ability induced by the dense
functionalized vertical network of fluoroalkyl on nanoparticles.

The previous mentioned works show that optimization of struc-
tures has to pose both high anti-wetting ability to resist impale-
ment and also low solid–liquid contact area to have as low
pining as possible. However, these two attributes can be conflict-
ing, as a dense array has higher anti-impalement ability but results
in higher adhesion due to increased solid–liquid contact. The
reported nano or micro/nano structured surfaces show clean
rebound of low surface tension droplets but in the Weber number
range around 100 or below, which is still some distance to applica-
tion requirements (some applications are involved with lower sur-
face tension liquids and also We number larger than 100, for
instance, inkjet printing [48–51] and liquid metal printing
[52,53]). Therefore, it is necessary to further enhance the anti-
wetting ability. Though surface tension and impact velocity are
reflected in the We number, the resulting change of wettability
due to change of surface tension is not represented here. Therefore,
the critical We number and surface wettability properties should
be quantified together.

In order to have a clean rebound, the energy dissipation during
droplet impact has to be minimized. The initial spreading phase of
drop impact is driven by kinetic energy, and part of the energy is
lost in viscous dissipation and part converted into surface energy.
From the receding phase, the surface energy stored in the droplet
deformation drives the receding with part of the energy converted
into kinetic energy and part lost to viscous dissipation. In addition
to viscous dissipation, energy dissipation at the contact line is
shown to affect drop impact dynamics as well [54–56]. Therefore,
the design of structures should achieve minimization of viscous
energy dissipation and energy dissipation at the contact line. In
this direction, it has already been shown that increased hierarchi-
cal level can enhance the anti-wetting behavior during drop impact
[44,43,57]. In [57] they propose that the solid–liquid contact frac-
tion is further reduced by increasing the hierarchical level while
the anti-wetting capillary pressure is also increased due to the
nano-structure. Additionally, the micro structures of hierarchical
surfaces reduce liquid compression related pressure when the liq-
uid penetrates into the micro structures [58]. In Pan et al.’s [35]
work, they report non-wetting of pentane at Weber number of
250 using multi-re-entrant hierarchical structured woven fabric
surfaces. However, the sample itself is soft and moving during
impact, thus the impact energy is not only stored in the droplet
deformation but also in the solid material deformation. This Weber
number is currently the highest found for this range of liquid
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surface tension, implying that an increased level of re-entrant
structures is beneficial for superrepellency of lower surface tension
droplets at higher Weber number.

However, the reported robust superamphiphobic structures
with re-entrant like roughness [42,35] are randomly built, which
hinders investigation of dominant design parameters. Previous
works have shown that conical structures lead to low adhesion
[59,60] and withstand certain drop impact energy up to
We = 1785 for water droplets [61]. In this work, we make a step
further and produce patterned micro-conical structured surfaces
with re-entrant like lateral wall roughness, which mimics a tree-
branches topology. The tree-branches like structures relax the con-
flicting role of anti-impalement ability and adhesion properties to
some extent, where the essential role of lateral roughness is exper-
imentally illustrated in the current work.
2. Experimental method

The conical structured surfaces are produced using well-known
photo-lithography and etching techniques as described in previous
work [59]. The general sample fabrication process is shown in
Fig. 1. A raw silicon wafer is at first cleaned by acetone, ethanol, 2-
propanol and de-ionized water, after which the wafer is dried by
nitrogenflow. Then the cleanwafer is coatedwith negative photore-
sist Mr-DWL5, which is used as etching mask. The design pattern is
an array of circles with 1 micrometer in diameter placed in square
arrangement with different center to center pitch distance on the
same wafer (with pitch of � 3lm;� 5lm;� 8lm and � 10lm). To
produce this resist pattern array, we expose the resist layer using
405 nm wavelength laser from a maskless aligner MLA 150 and
develop this resist layer in developer Mr-Dev 600. When the resist
pattern array is prepared,we etch into the silicon surface to produce
silicon pillars using an Oxford Cryo ICP-RIE dry etching device. By
using different etching parameters, we produce smooth conical
structures and cones with horizontal oriented side wall roughness.
The resist on the sample after etching is removed using oxygen
and CHF3 plasma. In Fig. 1, we show the smooth conical structures
and the side wall roughened conical structures with pitch 3 lm.
The intrinsicwetting property is changed to hydrophobic by coating
the samples with silane. The etching parameters for smooth cones
were: etching temperature of �50�C in a SF6/O2-85/16 sccm gas at
a pressure of 30 mTorr for 14 min, then O2 plasma for 10 min (15
mTorr, 40 sccm) and CHF3 plasma for 5 min (20 mTorr, 50 sccm).
The etching parameters for cones with sidewall roughness were:
Fig. 1. Schematic fabrication process. The micro-conical structured silicon surfaces
are produced using photo-lithography and dry etching. In (a), photo-lithography
process, including solvent cleaning, spin coating of resist, resist exposure and
development. In (b), the plasma etching process is shown, where the side wall
property is controlled by the etching parameters. In (c), the resist clean process is
illustrated. In (d), we show the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image for cones
with smooth and roughened side wall.
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etching temperature of�100�C in a SF6/O2-85/11 sccmgas at a pres-
sure of 20mTorr for 26min, then N2 gas flow for around 30min, fol-
lowed by 10 min O2 plasma (15 mTorr, 40 sccm) and 5 min CHF3
plasma (20 mTorr, 50 sccm). The sidewall roughness is mainly
formed during the N2 gas flow step.

Droplets with different surface tension are produced by mixing
ethanol and de-ionized water in different volume ratios. The dro-
plet impact process is recorded using a Photron Fastcam SA3 cam-
era with 500 frames per second at ambient conditions to see the
droplet bouncing, and 4000 frames per second when measuring
contact time. A dispenser can produce droplets falling down verti-
cally onto the sample surface with volume around 4–11 ll. A ver-
tical stage can be moved up and down to adjust the impact speed.
Contact angle is measured using an optical tensiometer from Biolin
Scientific at ambient conditions. A droplet with volume 3.5–8 ll is
gently deposited onto the sample, then the sample stage is tilted
and the surface static contact angle and tilting angle can be quan-
tified. From repeating experiments, the error (standard deviation)
range of surface tension (27 mN/m - 72 mN/m) is (1 mN/m - 2
mN/m), the error range of static contact angle (90�-175�) is (1�-
5�), the error range of silidng angle (0.4�-90.0�) is (0.1�-5.0�), and
the error range of critical Weber number (0–151) is (1–4).
3. Results and discussions

3.1. Contact angle and sliding angle

At first, we characterize the static contact angle and sliding
angle using an ethanol/water mixture. We deposit the droplet
gently and record the contact angle and tilting angle while tilting
the sample stage. For simplicity, the following notation will be
used to refer to the different surfaces: RP3H27 is the abbreviation
for rough (R) conical structure with pitch (P) 3lm and height (H)
�27lm. SP3H20 is the abbreviation for smooth (S) conical struc-
ture with pitch (P) 3lm and height (H) �20lm. The same nomen-
clature is used for the other samples. The smooth conical sample is
around �20 lm high, while the cones with sidewall roughness are
around�27 lm in height. In Fig. 1, and Fig. 2(b), we show the static
contact angle and sliding angle for all the produced samples. In
Fig. 2(a), we also show the static contact angle on a flat hydropho-
bic silicon surface. Among all the mixture cases, hydrophobic wet-
ting state is observed for surface tension above 45 mN/m and
hydrophilic below 45 mN/m on the flat cases. Fig. 2(a) displays
the static contact angle vs. surface tension. In general, the static
contact angle decreases when surface tension is lower for all sur-
faces. However, different surface tension ranges result in different
contact angle for rough or smooth cones. When the surface tension
is larger than 37 mN/m (green patch), both rough and smooth
cones show similar contact angle (less than 6� difference). The
red patch range (c smaller than 37 mN/m) exhibits a more distinct
difference (more than 16� difference) of contact angle between the
rough and smooth cones. In particular, the rough cones (pink
patch) all have higher contact angle than the smooth cones (blue
patch) in this range. Based on the Cassie-Baxter model these
results indicate that the sidewall roughness reduces the solid–liq-
uid contact area density in this lower surface tension range, but the
effect of the sidewall roughness on the solid–liquid contact area
density is small when the surface tension is higher. We propose
that the effect of the sidewall roughness appears when partial or
full liquid penetration happens, since otherwise the sidewall
roughness effect should be negligible for rough and smooth cones
of the same pitch. For all the surface tension range tested, the con-
tact angle difference among rough cones for different pitch cases is
small (less than 3� difference in the green patch, and less than 5�
difference in the red patch). In Table 1, the solid–liquid fraction



Fig. 2. Wetting property characterisation. In (a), static contact angle vs. surface tension on 8 conical surfaces are shown. In general, the angle is decreasing slightly with lower
surface tension. The static contact angle on a flat hydrophobic surface is presented as well, which reflects the intrinsic contact angle for different types of ethanol mixtures
droplet. In (b), the sliding angle is plotted against surface tension. It is shown that when the surface tension is roughly below 30 mN/m, the hysteresis starts to increase
distinctively, which suggests that the solid–liquid contact is increased even at the static case for lower surface tension droplets. Cones without side wall roughness display
similar or higher sliding angle. In (c), snapshots of the sessile droplet sitting on two types of surfaces are presented for pitch 3 lm and pitch 8 lm.
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w ¼ pd2
=4P2, where d is the structure top diameter and P is the

pitch, and contact angle for water from pitch 3 lm to pitch 10
lm are presented. The solid fraction is around 0.005 to 0.013 and
Table 1
Surface solid fraction and predicated contact angle.

Surface Solid
fraction

Contact angle based on Cassie-Baxter equation
[�]

RP3H27 0.013 172
RP5H27 0.005 175
RP8H27 0.007 174
RP10H27 0.005 175
SP3H20 0.013 172
SP5H20 0.005 175
SP8H20 0.002 177
SP10H20 0.001 177

Flat
surface

1 107
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the contact angle ranges from 172�-177�. The small solid fraction
difference corresponds to contact angle differences of 5�maximum
between pitch 10 lm to pitch 3 lm based on the Cassie-Baxter
equation. Therefore, the small static contact angle difference is
expected for rough cones. However, the smooth cones show larger
contact angle difference for different pitch (up to 20� difference
when c is smaller than 37 mN/m), which suggests that smooth
cones are not in the Cassie-Baxter state due to partial liquid pene-
tration. A larger pitch for the smooth cones leads to lower contact
angle, implying more solid–liquid contact based on the Cassie-
Baxter mode, which is proposed to be induced by more penetration
into the structures.

Fig. 2(b) shows the sliding angle vs. surface tension for the same
cases. Generally, the sliding angles in the hydrophobic range (green
patch) are all similar (less than 2� difference) and small around 0�,
while the sliding angle starts to increase when surface tension (red
patch) decreases. Inside this red patch range, the rough cones
(enclosed in pink patch) show lower sliding angle compared with
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smooth cones (enclosed in blue patch). When surface tension is
above 30 mN/m, the sliding angle is around zero for all conical
samples with lateral roughness, but the sliding angle starts to
increase below 30 mN/m. At c = 27mN/m, RP8H27 and RP10H27
still have low sliding angle (below 10�), while RP3H27 and
RP5H27 have larger sliding angle (above 35�). RP3H27 shows no
sliding even at 90� tilting, indicating that a smaller pitch leads to
higher adhesion. However, in the same red patch range, the
smooth cones have sliding angle above 5� when c = 37 mN/m
and display no sliding when c is lower than 32 mN/m. Based on
the difference observed between rough and smooth cones, it is
found that smooth cones have larger adhesion and we attribute
this to liquid penetration. The rough cones resist penetration better
and result in less actual solid–liquid contact area, and therefore a
lower threshold for depinning.

Fig. 2(c) presents the images of droplets with surface tension
c = 27 mN/m gently deposited onto the surfaces with pitch 3 lm
and 8 lm. The two rough conical cases have larger contact angle
than the smooth cones with the same pitch. For the two smooth
cones, the contact angle is around 97�, which is far from the
Cassie-Baxter equation prediction (larger than 160�). The penetra-
tion induced large solid–liquid contact area increases the smooth
cones surface adhesion resulting in no droplet sliding. For
RP3H27, the contact angle is around 148� but still no sliding is
observed. We attribute this to the dense array of the structure,
which leads to larger solid–liquid contact area density and thus
higher adhesion. In addition, there may exist partial liquid penetra-
tion resulting in more pinning, which in turn increases the adhe-
sion further. Among the four cases, only RP8H27 shows sliding
angle at around 9� while other cases have no sliding at 90�, imply-
ing that proper design of the sidewall roughness and pitch has the
potential to reduce the surface adhesion.

3.2. Enhanced anti-wetting at higher Weber number

Here the rough conical surface repelling capabilities are tested
at higher We number. The drop impact experiments are performed
using low surface tension droplets. The micro cones with sidewall
roughness have a similar cone height of � 27lm, with 4 pitch
designs respectively (SEM shown in Fig. 3(a)). Fig. 3(c) displays
high-speed snapshots of a � 2mm diameter droplet with surface
tension of 37 mN/m impacting on the RP8H27 surface for two dif-
ferent We numbers. In both cases, the droplet shows first a spread-
ing regime until reaching a maximum spreading, from where it
starts receding and finally bounces back from the surface. How-
ever, the higher We number case shows longer vertical stretching
and a liquid residue after rebound. Fig. 3(c) exhibits the advancing
phase in the first three snapshots. The droplet will increase the sur-
face area by thinning and spreading to the maximum contact
diameter. In the receding phase from the fourth snapshot, the
deformed thinner liquid starts to reduce the solid–liquid contact
and increases the liquid vertical stretch. Finally, the liquid can go
upward. The receding process is driven by energy stored in droplet
deformation with part of the energy converted to kinetic energy
and part lost into viscous dissipation and energy dissipation at
the contact line. But the outcome of the receding phase varies for
the two cases shown. For the lower impacting We number case,
the droplet shows a total rebound with a small vertical droplet
stretching before leaving the surface. Regarding the higher We
number case, the vertical stretching during the final detachment
stage is increased and a small liquid residue is left on the surface
after the rebound. At increased We number, it is more strenuous
for the droplet to bounce away from the same surface.

From an energy point of view, a complete rebound can happen
when the droplet energy just before the rebound is just above a cer-
tain droplet energy threshold equal to the surface energy of the
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spherical droplet according to [62]. A clean rebound at lower impact
We thereforemeans the remaining droplet energy is larger than the
threshold droplet energy, while the higher impact We case is con-
trary. As shown in Fig. 3(c), at impactWe number of 170, the liquid
is stretched more with the presence of a liquid residue, compared
with We = 6. This is caused by the increased energy dissipation,
which can be induced by penetration of the liquid into the
structures.

When the critical impact velocity is reached, the impact out-
come will be partial rebound as shown in Fig. 3(c). The critical

Weber number is defined as,We ¼ qRV2
c

c , with Vc the critical velocity

at which a partial rebound starts to appear when increasing the
impact height. Here, we use the critical We number to compare
the repelling performance between different surfaces. The data is
summarized in Fig. 3(b). Reference data from two previous works
[41,44] are also included. For surface tension of 45 mN/m, the
RP10H27 surface reaches the critical Weber number while all other
surfaces show no liquid residue even at Weber number around
151. For pure water, all surfaces show complete rebound at the
maximum impact velocity. In the hydrophobic range, the surface
tends to repel the liquid hence resisting liquid penetration. More
impact energy is needed in order to push the liquid into the struc-
ture [63,64]. For the hydrophilic case, the liquid has lower surface
tension and therefore the liquid tends to wet the surface. At surface
tension of 27 mN/m, surfaces RP3H27 and RP5H27 are not capable
of reaching a complete rebound whereas only RP8H27 and
RP10H27 show complete rebound. One possible reason is the pen-
etration difference and the solid–liquid contact adhesion differ-
ence. The lower pitch samples are denser and thus more difficult
to penetrate but the solid–liquid contact area is larger resulting
in higher adhesion, which is in agreement with the contact angle
and sliding angle data. Additionally, the pillar top shape affects
the local penetration ability. The larger top cases (surfaces
RP8H27 and RP10H27 have a larger pillar top here) resist penetra-
tion better [65,66]. For surface tension of 37 mN/m, RP8H27 shows
best performance, which is due to the effect of lower solid–liquid
contact adhesion as well as sufficient anti-wetting pressure.
RP8H27 and RP10H27 resist penetration better due to larger pillar
top [65,66]. Plus there is lower solid–liquid contact area density for
the higher pitch cases. As a result, the pitch 8 lm and 10 lm cases
display higher anti-impalement ability. With a similar type of pillar
top, surface RP8H27 is better due to the denser array, which leads
to a higher anti-wetting pressure.

For the intrinsic hydrophilic case, to achieve a non-wetting state
the side wall roughness structure has to be designed to satisfy cer-
tain requirements. For instance, the liquid intrinsic contact angle
has to be larger than the angle between the tangent of the struc-
ture highest point with the horizontal symmetry axis [63]. The
shape of the sidewall structure leads to different local break-
through pressure [67]. In our work, the surface has lateral rough-
ness all along the pillar (it can be taken as a multi layer sidewall
structure), which is possibly one of the reasons why the repelling
ability is enhanced. For the lower pitch case, the surface has more
pinning sites to resist the liquid penetration, but at the cost of
higher solid–liquid adhesion to overcome during rebounding. It is
the opposite trend for higher pitch samples. Thus there may exist
an optimum design for both enough anti-wetting ability and com-
paratively lower solid–liquid adhesion. In summary, the enhanced
performance is related with the sidewall roughness and the solid–
liquid contact adhesion property.
3.3. Important role of lateral roughness

To further confirm that the side wall roughness plays a domi-
nant role, the critical We number is compared for smooth cones



Fig. 3. (a) Scanning electron microscope images of conical micro-structures with side wall roughness. (b) The critical Weber number vs. surface tension on surfaces with side
wall roughness is presented. Compared with data from two references [41,44], the structures in this work have distinct higher critical Weber number in the surface tension
range of 36–72 mN/m. The critical Weber number in the range 26–32 mN/m also shows certain improvement. The cases enclosed in dash circle mean the conditions shown
has not reached the critical We number yet. (c) Drop impact at We = 6 and We = 170, showing complete rebound and partial rebound respectively, using droplets of surface
tension of 37 mN=m and. surface RP8H27.
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(SEM presented in Fig. 4)) and rough cones and is plotted in Fig. 4
(b). Three types of liquids with equilibrium angle (hE) of 54� (sur-
face tension 27 mN/m), 63� (surface tension 33 mN/m) and 78�
(surface tension 37 mN/m) are used in the comparison. It is
observed that smooth cones have distinct lower critical Weber
number as compared with cones with lateral roughness. This is fur-
Fig. 4. (a) SEM of conical micro-structures without side wall roughness. In (b),critical W
Cones without side wall roughness show distinct lower critical Weber number.
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ther shown in Fig. 5, showing the critical Weber number with the
corresponding critical Reynolds number (Re ¼ qRV

l ;q is liquid den-

sity, V is impact velocity, R is drop radius, l is liquid dynamic vis-
cosity). It is observed that smooth cones (in blue patch) have
distinct lower critical Weber number and critical Reynolds number
eber number vs. surface tension on surfaces with and without side wall roughness.



Fig. 5. Critical Weber number from Fig. 4(b) is plotted vs. critical Reynolds number.
Three surface tension cases (27 mN/m, 33 mN/m, 37 mN/m) on surfaces with and
without side wall roughness are compared. Two reference data sets [68,69] for
water droplet impact are also adde.d in the figure.
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compared with cones with lateral roughness (in pink patch). The
We-Re number data points for water droplets when partial
rebound start to appear from Chen et al.’s [68] and Tsai et al.’s work
[69] are shown in the same plot. The nano-grass surfaces [68] and
micro-structured surfaces [69] in these two works have lower crit-
ical Weber number. This plot further demonstrates that the sur-
faces designed in this work improve the anti-wetting ability even
when using lower surface tension liquids.

In the first two rows of Fig. 6(a), for c = 27 mN/m, there is no
rebound (shown in last image in blue patch) on smooth cones with
pitch 8 lm (the SEM image was shown in Fig. 4(a)) but we have
complete rebound on cones with lateral roughness with pitch 8
lm at We = 7. In the last two rows of Fig. 6(a), we use drops of sur-
face tension 45 mN/m on the two types of surfaces. Cones without
lateral roughness here start to show partial rebound (shown in last
image in red patch) while the cones with lateral roughness display
complete rebound at We = 33.

Previous works have proposed structures with lateral rough-
ness as optimum structures theoretically as they can increase the
breakthrough pressure [63,64]. Adding sidewall roughness [70]
and design of the sidewall structure shape will alter the local
breakthrough pressure [67]. From the pressure balance point of
view, the sidewall roughness can increase the breakthrough pres-
sure. This is also true from an energy perspective. If the structure
has no sidewall roughness, the energy barrier between Cassie state
and Wenzel state will be smaller than the case with sidewall
roughness [63]. As shown in literature, a multi-layer structure (rip-
ple shape) has various intermediate energy stable states [71–73],
which means that there exists multiple, successive energy barriers
when the liquid penetrates into the structure, making this type of
structure beneficial to avoid a direct Cassie-Wenzel transition. In
addition, the sidewall structure shape plays different roles by con-
trolling how the liquid advances on the side wall [67], which can
affect the anti-wetting ability. Our structures are conical pillars
with horizontal oriented lateral roughness all along the side wall,
which can be described as N layers of horizontal oriented lateral
structures on the side wall, similar as tree-branches. When the
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liquid penetrates one layer of this structure, its impact energy will
be reduced due to the solid–liquid contact adhesion. If the wetting
pressure from the reduced impact energy is smaller than the local
breakthrough pressure, the liquid will stop further penetration. If
the wetting pressure is still higher than the local breakthrough
pressure, the liquid can continue penetration and more layers of
the structures will be wetted until the wetting pressure is smaller
than the breakthrough pressure.

We schematically show the resulting solid–liquid contact for
smooth cone and roughed cone in Fig. 6(b). In the hydrophobic
case, the rough cones, with either bigger top or sharper top, can
maintain low penetration and thus smaller solid–liquid contact,
while the smooth cones have much higher penetration and thus
larger solid–liquid contact. In the hydrophilic case, we propose that
the rough cones with larger top can keep smaller penetration level
as compared with rough cones with sharper top or smooth cones,
due to higher capillary force and also more edge pinning effect.
Actually, previous works show that design of an under-cut profile
can be beneficial for superhydrophobicity [74,32,33,40], where
among the design criteria, the structure top shape is a key param-
eter. A re-entrant angle [33,34,65] or double re-entrant structures
[75,36] have also been suggested. Our work provides new insight
that a multi-layer under-cut profile consisting of a horizontal ori-
ented lateral roughness can also improve the superhydrophobicity
by resisting penetration in a better way in the tested low surface
tension range.
3.4. Bouncing process

To reveal further how the different surfaces respond to drop
impact at the same velocity, we show more details of the rebound
process. We deposit the droplet from around 1 cm height and
record the rebound process. Fig. 7(a) presents the bouncing process
with time, showing the droplet center position variation with time.
The droplet center position is obtained using Matlab image pro-
cessing. We use surface RP8H27 as substrate and deposit a single
droplet with different surface tension. Three types of droplets are
shown in this plot, including pure water, ethanol water mixtures
with surface tension of 37 mN/m and 27 mN/m. The number of
rebounds and first bouncing height is decreasing with decreasing
surface tension, though Weber number is similar. This indicates
that energy is dissipated more for lower surface tension droplets.
As the surface is the same, the reason is suggested to be the actual
solid–liquid contact area difference due to temporary impalement
(as the ethanol/water mixtures viscosity has less than 0.001 Pa.s
difference [76] in these cases, viscosity difference plays a minor
role). The lower surface tension case has more solid–liquid contact
which results in more adhesion.

Fig. 7(c) shows the restitution coefficient �, defined as ratio of
the droplet center maximum height after first bouncing divided
by the initial droplet centre height from the experiments described
in Fig. 7(a). For the different mixture cases, the restitution coeffi-
cient is plotted vs. the sliding angle. The trend shows that when
the sliding angle is at a certain critical value, the restitution coeffi-
cient is around 0. The restitution coefficient increases with lower
sliding angle. In previous work, the restitution coefficient � is
reported to be related with the impact Weber number [77–79] at

the complete rebound range, namely � � Weð Þ�0:25. Here, our resti-
tution coefficient is strongly affected by the sliding angle at similar
Weber numbers. This implies that the restitution coefficient is not
only represented by the Weber number but also by the surface
adhesion property (characterized by the sliding angle). The com-
plete rebound happens when the surface adhesion is smaller than
a certain value. During drop impact, the energy loss is from viscous
dissipation and dissipation at the contact line. In these cases, as the



Fig. 6. (a) Selected droplet impact images are presented, red patch for advancing stage and gray patch for receding stage. In the first two rows, comparison of droplet impact
for surface tension of 27 mN/m at similar impact velocity is shown. In last two rows, comparison of droplet impact for surface tension of 45 mN/m at similar impact velocity is
presented. The samples are all with pitch 8 lm, SP8H20 without side wall roughness and RP8H27 with side wall roughness. (b) Illustration of possible solid–liquid contact at
three conditions for smooth cones and cones with lateral roughness.
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viscosity of ethanol/water mixture is changing in small amounts,
we attribute the difference in restitution coefficient to the capillary
force difference, which leads to difference of contact angle and
adhesion property. This implies that the major energy dissipation
difference is due to the difference of contact area or total triple line
length. The lower sliding angle means lower threshold force for
depinning, which also means the triple line overcomes less force
while depinning.

Fig. 7(b) shows the wetted contact baseline diameter with time.
We deposit droplets with different surface tension on surfaces
RP8H27 and SP8H20 and record the process using the same setting
as done in Fig. 7(a). The y-axis data (DðtÞ, contact baseline with
time) is normalized by the maximum contact baseline (Dm), where
the baseline data is obtained from image processing of the drop
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impact video. The two smooth cone cases (square symbol) have
penetration and behave without complete rebound, while the
three rough cone (circle symbol) cases display complete rebound.
The ratio of initial droplet diameter D0 and capillary length

k ¼
ffiffiffiffi
!
qg

q
in these cases lies around 0.9–1.1 (not distinctly larger

than 1), therefore we neglect gravity induced droplet deformation.
Actually gravity effect is usually not considered as an important
term for droplet impact phenomena [46].

In Fig. 7(b) all the contact baseline sizes at the advancing stage
with time collapse into a similar curve, as also reported by other
works [80,81]. The different contact angle cases here lie on a sim-
ilar curve, which means that wettability effect is negligible. How-
ever, it is shown that the receding phase presents differences



Fig. 7. In (a), comparison of droplet bouncing on cones RP8H27. Y-axis is the center vertical position of a droplet with time. Three different surface tension cases are
presented, 72 mN/m, 37 mN/m and 27 mN/m. There is bouncing behavior difference at similar impact height, though it is all complete rebound. In (b), wetted contact base
diameter normalized by maximum contact length is plotted. For surface RP8H27, pure water, h = 169�, We = 6.6; drop with 33 mN/m (35% ethanol in volume), h = 159�,
We = 10.5; drop with 27 mN/m (67% ethanol in volume), h = 151�, We = 9.6; It is shown that advancing phase is almost the same while the receding phase differs with time.
For CP8H20 case, drop with 33 mN/m (35% ethanol in volume), h = 134�, We = 10.5; drop with 27 mN/m (67% ethanol in volume), h = 93�, We = 12.0; In (c), restitution
coefficient vs. sliding angle at the same impact height (around 1 cm) is plotted. The restitution coefficient decreases with sliding angle. In (d), contact time divided by the
inertia-capillary time (s ¼ 2:6 qR3

c

� �0:5
) is plotted vs. surface tension on various rough conical surfaces at around 1 cm impact height.
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between different cases in Fig. 7(b) from certain time. The lower
contact angle case takes longer to retract. Taking the pure water
case on rough cones as reference (light green circle symbol), the
receding velocity is slowed down for all other cases, as shown in
Fig. 7(b), where the slope of the position with time decreases.
The deviation starts earlier when contact angle is lower on the
same surface at similar impact conditions, which indicates that
the reduction of capillary force results in lower driving force. In
addition, based on the Cassie-Baxter model, lower contact angle
implies higher solid–liquid contact fraction, thus more total triple
line results in more energy dissipation at the triple line. For struc-
tured surfaces in the literature [41] or in current work, some of the
DðtÞ/Dm curves overlap during the receding stage. This overlapping
phenomena cannot be explained by wettability only, as different
wettability on the smooth surface shows deviation in the receding
process [82,83]. Similar surface contact angle range is covered,
namely 134�-157�, therefore the observed difference is not due
to the contact angle range considered. On the smooth surface, there
is full solid–liquid contact below the droplet while the existence of
a structure can reduce the solid–liquid contact when in the Cassie
state. The receding part can have certain overlapping when it is in
partial Wenzel state or Cassie state. As shown in Fig. 7(b), the
square symbol no-rebound case (contact angle 134�) still has some
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overlapping with the other green curves for complete rebound
cases. We attribute this overlapping to liquid movement above
the structure top. The spreading liquid does not wet all the struc-
ture below but only partially penetrates around the droplet center
area due to the impact. When the liquid recedes above the struc-
ture top, the effect of the sidewall roughness is negligible.

Deng et al.’s work [41] reports slower receding when the base-
line is around the initial droplet diameter D0, using mixtures with
different surface tension. They proposed [41] that the slower
receding is due to temporal impalement. Recall that the viscosity
difference is quite small in this work, thus the different contact
behaviour is mainly ascribed to the difference of inertia and capil-
lary force. As we observe differences here at similar impact veloc-
ities (inertia is similar), it is proposed that the impalement area
varies due to differences in capillary force. The lower contact angle
cases have larger temporal impalement area, as the deviation
shown in Fig. 7(b) happens earlier for the rough cones cases. For
instance, the rough cones case with static contact angle of 159�
deviates from the 169� case at around 10 ms, while the 151� case
deviates from the 169� case at around 7 ms. Here, we attribute
the reason of impalement difference to the decrease of anti-
wetting pressure due to lower surface tension. The peak pressure
during drop impact can show a higher value in the centre and
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lower value on the outside of the droplet base [84], therefore the
local wetting pressure can be different and local penetration will
differ.

In Fig. 7(d), the contact time of rough cones for different surface
tension cases is plotted with the corresponding surface tension.
The deposition height is kept at around 1 cm. The contact time is
non-dimensionalized with inertia-capillary time scale

s ¼ 2:6 qR3

c

� �0:5
[85]. We observe the effect of surface tension (espe-

cially for c below 45 mN/m), namely the dimensionless contact
time increases with decreasing surface tension, which is ascribed
to lower capillary force resulting in more temporary impalement.
In the hydrophobic range (for c above 45 mN/m), the liquid tends
to be repelled from the surface, therefore the surface tension effect
is not distinct due to a lack of wetting induced impalement.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we present a method to add re-entrant like side-
wall roughness all along micro-conical pillars. We conduct droplet
impact experiments with liquids of different surface tension and
report enhanced superamphiphobicity for this tree-branches like
topography. The tree-branches like structures show better anti-
wetting properties as compared to similar structures without lat-
eral roughness. It is shown that the tree-branches like structures
can enhance the anti-impalement ability and also reduce the adhe-
sion properties (illustrated as sliding angle). The reduced solid–liq-
uid contact and lower surface adhesion properties help to decrease
the energy dissipation during droplet impact and the anti-wetting
performance is improved. Although different types of structures
have been proposed in the literature as optimum structures for
superamphiphobic surfaces [63,64], these surfaces struggle to
maintain their super-repellent properties at higher droplet impact
velocities. We found that the superamphiphobicity is improved in
this work compared with rigid surfaces at similar experimental
conditions, reaching super-repellent conditions after droplet
impact of low surface tension fluids for higher We numbers than
previously reported in the literature [41,44,68,69]. Surfaces with
higher anti-impalement ability and lower adhesion properties are
desired for further improvement of superamphiphobicity.
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